Abstract. A method for computing fa f(t) dl, x = (0, I) is outlined, where f(t) may have singularities at t = 0 and í = 1. The method depends on the approximation properties of Whittaker cardinal, or sine function expansions; the general technique may be used for semi-infinite or infinite intervals in addition to (0,1). Tables of numerical results are given.
1. Introduction and Summary. Here we present a basic method and experimental results for approximating Fix) = /0V fit)dt, x E (0,1), where/is smooth, but may have singularities at t = 0 or t = 1. The method is based on approximation properties of sine functions iir/h)ix -kh)
With minor modifications, the method may also be employed to compute jx fit)dt, t E ia,b), where a, b or both a and b are possibly infinite.
Our underlying formula is similar to formula (3.36) in [4] , given there without proof. Our formula is considered in detail here, is proven, and is backed by numerical experiments. (See Section 4 for more discussion.)
In Section 2 we give the relevant properties of sine functions, assumptions, and basic techniques. (Such techniques appear in more detail in [4] and elsewhere.) In Section 3 we present and verify our integral approximation formulas. Four tables of experimental results and conclusions appear in Section 4.
2. Underlying Properties and Assumptions. A general review of sine functions and their uses has recently been given by Stenger in [4] . We therefore only outline properties important to our present goals, and refer the reader to [4] for further references.
Approximations on (0,1 ) are obtained from corresponding approximations on R = (-co, oo) via a conformai map. To be approximable on R, /£ C°°(R) must obey certain analyticity and boundedness conditions in a strip in the complex plane C which contains R. Through the conformai map, we obtain a corresponding "eye-shaped" region (cf. Figure 4 .1, p. 185, of [4] ) containing the interval (0,1), in which our integrands must obey certain analyticity and boundedness conditions. With this in mind, we first list properties over R. If/ E Bi^j), we approximate/by a truncated " Whittaker cardinal series"
where Sik, h)ix) is as in (1.1). We state the following without proof: 
for some integral approximation constant C, dependent on f but not on N.
To obtain approximations over (0, 1), we make use of the following conformai map: (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) v(,) = kjg(T4_), 9'(z)=^~y 
Suppose/is defined and analytic in the interior of ®ùd, and define
for w E %. Then/ G Bi^d) provided
where Q is some curve; we obtain (2.12) from (2.2) and (2.3) by applying the change of variables z = xpiw) to the integrals in (2.2) and (2. 
for some C dependent on f but not on N.
Similarly, we have Theorem 2.4. Suppose f is analytic in tf)dfor some d, suppose f satisfies (2.12) (or (2.12)'), suppose f satisfies (2.5)' for some ß > -1 and some C dependent on f, and set
for some C, dependent on f but not on N.^C ,e
-(27TÍ/OV)''
3. The Indefinite Integral Approximation Formulas. Analogously to Section 2, we will first obtain an approximation procedure for integrals of the form (3.1)
where / E Bi fyd ) (cf. Definition 2.1). We will then use the conformai mapping procedure to obtain approximation rules for integrals of the form
where <p and xp can be as in formulas (2.8) and (2.10), respectively. We begin with the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
for all w E R and for some indefinite integral approximation constant C¡ which does not depend on N.
Lemma 3.1 does not apply to general integrals F as in (3.1), since in general fHc00fit)dt ¥= 0, and formula (2.5) is not valid. For such F, we consider the related function
where (3.4) *(')=/(') ae (e"'+l)
(ea'+ iy Uf), Uf) = ff(t)dt.
We then have Lemma 3.2. Suppose |/(w)|< Ce "M for some C and a > 0 and all w E R, and suppose G is as in (3.3). Then there is a CG such that | C7(w) |< Cce"aW for all w G R.
Proof. We have
We will consider each factor in the two terms on the right as w -> -co and as W -» +00.
Case 1, w -» -co. The second factor in the first term is bounded and approaches -Ixif), while the first factor in the first term is bounded by e"a|M'1. The first factor in the second term is bounded by 1, while the second factor in the second term is bounded by Ce-aW/a. Case 2,w-> oo. The first factor in the first term is bounded by 1, while the second factor in the first term is equal to -J™fit)dt and hence is bounded by Ce'^/a. The first factor in the second term is bounded by e"aW, while the second factor in the second term is bounded and approaches Ixi f ).
Combining the above, we may take
Combining Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 immediately gives Theorem 3.1. Suppose /G Bi%), suppose |/(w)|< Ce"aW for some C and all w E R, and suppose G E Bpi^d) for some p, where G is as in (3.3). Define for all w E R.
In practice the quantities rkh f /(<)-
and the quantity /^/(u) du = Ixif) must be approximated. Below, we show how to do this so that the order of approximation in (3.5) remains OiN2e'^daN)
). First observe that linear combinations of functions in Bitf)d) are also in Bi^d); also linear combinations of functions satisfying (2.5) satisfy (2.5) (with a different C). Thus, we deduce Lemma 3.3. Suppose f E Bi^), suppose |/(w) |< Ce~aM for some C and a > 0 and all w E R, and suppose g is as in (3.4) . Then g E Bi^), and there is a Cg such that \giw) |< Ce"* for all w E R. Thus, g and jfx git) dt may be approximated as in (2.6) and (2.7), respectively.
Let CNig, h)it) = 2j=.NgiJh)Sij, h)it) be the approximation to g. We use
CNig, h)it) to approximate the quantities Gikh) in (3.5).
Lemma 3.4. Let f G Bi%), suppose ¡fit) \< Ce"""1, t G R, and set h = for some appropriate C. We now replace Gikh) by Gikh) in Theorem 3.1. Proof.
where the first term on the right is bounded by C',Nx/2e (7"JaN>'/\ by Theorem 3.1.
On the other hand,
for some constant CF dependent on/but not on N.
For the main result, we must replace Ixif) = ffx fiu)du in (3.5)' without changing the order of approximation. where GN is as in (3.6). The first term on the rieht of (3.11) equals (3.12) We obtain the conclusion in Lemma 3.6 from Lemma 3.5, 3.10, and 3.19.
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We summarize the above in the following then applying Theorem 3.2 to the right member of (3.24).
To comment on the power of the approximations in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we note that it is unnecessary to know precisely what the order a is; in particular, if ¡fit) |< ce~°" and 0 < a' < a, then we may replace a by a' in any of the formulas. Note that the convergence order is not preserved in this way when we use, say, Newton-Cotes or Gauss type formulas derived with the method of moments for weighted integrands of the form xapix), p a polynomial. Also, sine function approximations are optimal, as explained in [3] . respectively. These results were compared to the errors Ffiix) -¡q fit)dt, where Ffiix) is the result of applying a 2TV-point Gauss-Legendre formula to compute fo f(t)dt, for 27V = 8,16, and 32; F^ix) was defined to be the result of applying the composite 32-point Gauss-Legendre formula with 2 subdivisions. These particular formulas were chosen for comparison since the Gauss formulas are commonly thought to be generally accurate, and since the 8-, 16-, and 32-point formulas were closest in number of points to 9,17, and 33 of those formulas already programmed on our system. The functions/, / = 1,... ,4, are normalized so that j0x fit)dt = 1. The functions have singularities at x = 0 and x = 1 of varying orders; the singularities of/3 are the same order at x = 0 and x = 1, while the singularities of /, /' ¥= 3, differ in order at x = 0 and x = 1.
Four tables appear, corresponding to each of the four functions. Table 3 has three parts, corresponding to various estimated orders ß (cf. (3.22) ).
The sine function approximations compare favorably to the corresponding Gauss formulas, except for/2(x). We postulate that the worse the singularity, the better the merit of the sine function approximation. OOOOOOOOOt-
